APWA Rocky Mountain Chapter April 7-8, 2020
Tour options for April 7 1:30-4:30
Option 1
The Engineering Research Complex at Idaho State University houses several
large-scale testing facilities with unique equipment in the region. The
Structural Laboratory (SLAB) was recently constructed and is the largest facility
of its kind in Idaho. The SLAB has total lab area of 1,850 square which include a
2-ft thick strong floor with reaction frames, two servo-valve hydraulic
actuators (110 kips and ± 12 in. stroke), one 220 kips hollow jack, one 440 kips
ram, 120 kips Universal Testing Machine, new data acquisition system (108
channels), transducers, load cells, and other instruments. Structural specimens
up to 38 ft long and 14 ft tall can be tested in the SLAB. Recently, researchers
at ISU conducted the largest bridge test in Idaho’s history in the SLAB. The
Structural Dynamics Laboratory includes one horizontal and one vertical shake
tables with controllers, hydraulic pumps, and data acquisition system. It is a
unique laboratory in the region and is capable of simulating earthquakes and
vibration on structural and non-structural components. The Water Resources
laboratory at ISU is a 3,000 square feet facility used for physical modeling and
component testing for soil/structures/water interactions. It is equipped with
different pumps, tiltable flume, electromagnetic flow meters, component
pressure testing tank, and other instruments/equipment. This laboratory is
capable of simulating floods and water flow on structural and non-structural
elements. The Disaster Response Complex is a unique facility for teaching,
certification, research, and training of first responders. The Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering at ISU was recently awarded nearly $1.1
million as part of Higher Education Research Council - Idaho Global
Entrepreneurial Mission to build this facility. ISU researchers are working with
collaborators from the National and Homeland Security at Idaho National
Laboratory and the Center for Advanced Energy Studies on this project.
The Idaho Accelerator Center (IAC) is a unique research facility operated by
Idaho State University located in southeast Idaho. The Center has three
laboratories: on the university campus, in the University’s Business and
Research Park and at the Pocatello Airport. It provides opportunities for
scientists and engineers from the University, the private sector and the
national laboratories to utilize specialized nuclear facilities. It serves as a

principal investigating conduit for R&D in nuclear physics applications in
materials science, biology, homeland and national security.

Option 2
Federal Bureau of Investigation Data Center and City of Pocatello Traffic
Control Center
Option 3-Weather permitting
Golf Scramble at Highland Golf Course

